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Let M”+’ be an open PL manifold of dimension II + k > 5, let X be a finite polyhedron, and 
suppose f: M”+L + X x Rk is a bounded homotopy equivalence. If k 3 1, we use radial engulfing 
and Siebenmann’s twist-gluing (twist = id.) to construct a manifold M, with infinite cyclic cover 
M and a bounded homotopy equivalence f, : M, + X x S’ x Rk-‘. By iterating this construction 
we obtain a manifold M,_, and a bounded homotopy equivalence X_,: ML_,+ 
X x S’ x . x S’ x iw. We show that the Siebenmann obstruction o, in &,(h~-,M,_,) to factoring 
M,_, = N, xR is an element of k_r+,(Hr,X). If (T, = 0, let fl be the automorphism of k, induced 
by mapping the class of a projective P to the class of the projective P consisting of antihomomorph- 
isms from P into the coefficient ring ZT,(X x S’ X. x S’) (k - 2 S’ factors). Then subsequent 
obstructions lie in the quotients k,/image(l + p). That is, if c, vanishes, there exists a sequence 
of obstructions o, in ~_,+,(Z~,X)/image(l +p), i = 2,. , s, such that M = N, x R”, for some 
PL manifold N, if and only if each rI vanishes. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class: Primary 57QlO 
radial engulfing twist-gluing negative K-theory 
Introduction 
Suppose that M” is a connected, open PL n-manifold, n > 5, that is ‘nicely’ 
homotopy equivalent to X x R”, where X is a compact polyhedron and m 2 1. We 
would like to determine when M is PL homeomorphic to Ynek xIWk, for some PL 
manifold Y. 
We show that if by ‘nicely’ homotopy equivalent we mean bounded homotopy 
equivalent, then there is a sequence of obstructions to factoring M, and these 
obstructions lie in quotients of the negative K groups, &_i, of the group ring Zr,X. 
Definitions. Let A and B be topological spaces. A map 4 : A + B is proper if 4-‘(C) 
is compact, for each compact set C E B. Suppose that f: A+ B x 0%” is a proper 
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homotopy equivalence with proper homotopy inverse g. We say f is a bounded 
homotopy equivalence or f is an N-equivalence if there exist a constant N > 0 and 
proper homotopies F, : gf= lA and G, : fg = lsxRm such that 
(1) for each aEA, there exists yOelRm such that U,,,~,(a)~f’(~x~,(y,)), 
and 
(2) for each b E B x R”, there exists zb E Iw” such that lJtt, G,(b) s B x BN(z,,), 
where BN(x) is the open ball of radius N centered at x. Roughly speaking, a 
bounded homotopy equivalent has a uniform bound on the distance any point can 
move as measured in Iw”. 
Now if f: M + X x R” is a bounded PL homotopy equivalence, we can ‘wrap f 
around an m-torus’ T” = S’ X. * * x S’ to get a closed manifold M, with the 
homotopy type of X x T”. The construction consists of three main steps. 
Step 1. If P E Iw, we can use radial engulfing techniques (Section 2) to find p’~ R, 
an open set U_ s M and a PL homeomorphism f- : U- + M such that 
(1) f-‘(XxRmP’x(-oz,p’])s U-cf-‘(XxRm-‘x(-a,~)), and 
(2) f- is isotopic to the inclusion U_ + M by an isotopy that fixes f-‘(X x Rm-’ x 
(--co, P’l). 
Here we are assuming that lh!” has a preassigned ordered orthonormal basis so that 
expressions such as lRmp’ x (-CO, p’) make sense. See Section 1 for further details. 
Step 2. Similarly construct f+ : U+ + M, where U+ n U- = 0. We can use f+ and 
f- to identify U, and U_ to form a new manifold 
M, = M/(x = f;‘cf-(x)): X E U..}. 
M, is a twist-gluing of M, where in this case the twist is the identity map. Chapman 
shows [6,7] that there is a bounded homotopy equivalence fi : M, -+ X x R”-’ x S’. 
We show that if E is the infinite cyclic cover obtained from 
1 XxR,n-lXexp: XXR”-‘X~+XXRm~‘XS1, 
then E-M. (The = denotes PL homeomorphism.) 
Step 3. Iterate Steps 1 and 2 to obtain a compact manifold M,,, with the homotopy 
type of X x T”. 
In Chapter 3 we study the properties of the twist-gluings of M. In particular, we 
show that M,,, is independent of the ordering of the preassigned basis of Iw”. 
Corresponding to each factor of T” = S’ x * . . x S’, we have an infinite cyclic 
cover E, of M,,, : 
For each of these infinite cyclic covers, there is an obstruction ui E K,(Zr,Ei) such 
that E, = Y, x R, for some closed manifold Yi, if and only if ai = 0. (For the definitions 
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and references, see Section 4.) If 4i: I&(Z7rlEi) + Wh(a,M,,,) is the Bass-Heller- 
Swan embedding, we show in Section 4 that for each i and j, &(ai) = 4j(o;). Since 
rr,M=~,XxZx.. . x Z, and, by definition, 
K_,+,(Zn,X) = fi image(&), 
,=, 
an immediate consequence of this theorem is that there is a single obstruction 
71 E L+1Ghw such that each Ei splits if and only if r1 = 0. 
If T, = 0, E, is homeomorphic to Y,, x [w, for some closed PL manifold Y,. y, is 
not unique, although any other splitting Y, is h-cobordant to Y,,. So let Y, and Y, 
be the infinite cyclic covers of Y0 and Y,, respectively, obtained from the exponential 
maplxexp:XxT”-*xlR+XxT”-* x S’, and let a( YO) and a( Yi) be the obstruc- 
tions to splitting Y0 and Y,, respectively. Also let /3 : &,(Zr,(X x T"-*)) + 
&,(Z~,(X x I-“~*)) by sending the class of a projective P to the class of the projective 
p consisting of antihomomorphisms P+ Zn,(X x Tmp2). That is, an element of p 
isanadditivemap$:P+Z~,(X~T”~* ) such that qG(xp) = +(p)x, for x in Zr,(X x 
T”-*) and p in P (See Section 4 for further details.) We show that there is an 
element (T in &ZV,(X x T”-*) such that 
a(Y,)=o-(-l)“_‘p(u)+Cr(Y()). 
Frus if 1(X x T"-*) = image(l- (-l)“-‘p), th ere exists a splitting of M as N2 = [w*, 
some PL manifold N2, if and only if an element r2 in 
(~~m+2ZrrlX)/(K~,+2Z~rr,X) fl 1(X x Tm-*) vanishes. Repeating this argument 
gives us our Main Theorem. 
Main Theorem. Suppose that M is an open PL (m + k)-manifold, m + k > 5, m > 0, 
with the bounded homotopy type of X x R”, where X is a compact polyhedron. There 
exists an element 7, in Z_ ,,,+,ZrrlX that is zero if and only if there exists a manifold 
N, such that M is PL homeomorphic to N, x R. If T, vanishes and m > 1, there exists 
an element 
rz in (~-,+2Z~,X)/(~_,+~~~,X) n I(X X Tm-*) 
such that M splits as N2 x R*, for some PL manifold N,, if and only if r2 vanishes. In 
general, if 7,) r2,. . . , ri-, vanish, there is an element 
ri in (IC ,+iZ?T,X)/(I?_,+iZ?T,X) n I(X X Tmei) 
such that M splits as Ni x R' if and only if ri vanishes. 
At this time (July, 1985), very little is known about the groups K-i. k, is in 
general nonzero, and it has been computed in several cases. (See, for example, [5].) 
It is known that if G is a finite group, then R-i(ZG) = 0, for i > 1, and it has been 
conjectured that for any finitely presented group K_,(ZG) = 0 when i > 1. 
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Related results have been obtained by T.A. Chapman [6,7]. Specifically if F is 
a compact manifold, let S(F) denote the set of equivalent classes of maps Ifl, where 
f: A4 + F is a homotopy equivalence of compact manifolds. Iff’: M’-+ F is another 
homotopy equivalence, f is equivalent to f if there exists a homeomorphism 
h : M--f M’ such that f’h is homotopic to f: Similarly define Sb(F x Rm), where we 
now require that the homotopies be bounded. 
If F is a Hilbert cube manifold Chapman [6, Theorem 21 shows that Sb(F x W”) 
is in one-to-one correspondence with Wh(m,F), when m = 0, and with 
k,+,(Z7rlF), for m 3 1. This result has also been proved by Hughes [12]. 
Suppose f: Mk+m + Fk x R”’ is a bounded homotopy equivalence of finite 
dimensional manifolds, where k + m > 4, and Wh( 7r1 F) = 0. Also let S,( F x T”) 
denote those elements of S( F x T”) that are invariant under passage to finite covers 
1 x e : F x T” + F x T”. By ‘wrapping-up’, one gets a homotopy equivalence of 
compact manifolds f: h? + F x T”. Chapman [7, Theorem 21 shows that [f] belongs 
to S,(F x T”), and f is bounded homotopic to a homeomorphism if and only if 
[f] is zero. 
It should also be noted that similar results can be extracted from [17]. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we collect definitions, results, and conventions used in the other 
sections. It is intended mainly as a reference. 
Category. Unless a statement is made to the contrary, all spaces are polyhedra 
and all maps are PL. 
Polyhedra and Mantfolds. By a polyhedron we will mean a finite dimensional 
polyhedron. See [RS, Chap. 11. A closed mantfold is a compact manifold without 
boundary, and an open manifold is a non-compact manifold without boundary. If 
(K, 4) is a triangulation of the polyhedron X, we will occasionally write K instead 
of 1 K 1 when discussing the underlying polyhedron of K. If X and Y are polyhedra 
embedded in some Euclidean space, the join of X and Y is 
X. Y={tx+(l-t)y:xEX,yE Y, and tE[O, 11). 
If (K, 4) is a triangulation of X x I and K’ is a subdivision of K, K’ is cylindrical 
provided the projection X x I + X x (0) induces a simplicial map on K’. A vertical 
segment in X x I is a set having the form {x} x Z, for some x E X. If x E X, we will 
frequently abbreviate {x} x Y G X x Y by writing x x Y. For further details see [4], 
[ll], and [18]. 
Maps and Homotopies. A PL map f: X + Y is nondegenerate provided f-‘(y) is 
O-dimensional for each y E f(x). The singular set off is 
Scf) = cl{x: x E X and f-If(x) # x}. 
If h: X x I-+ Y is a homotopy, we frequently write h,: X+ Y, t E I, or simply 
h, : X -+ Y. By h, we mean h 1 X x t. If the codomain of h is X, then the support of 
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h is 
supp( h) = {x E X : h,(x) # x, for some t E I}. 
That is, h, 1 (X\supp( h)) = id, for each t. 
Suppose M is a polyhedron and f: M + Y x 88” is an N-equivalence, where 
g: Yx[w”+M, F:gf-lM, and G :fg = 1 yxRm. Let p : Y x R” + IL!“’ be projection. 
In Section 2 we will need the following: 
Proposition 1.1. For each XE M F(x x I) of-‘( YX B2N)(pf(~))), and for each 
(Y, z) E y x R”, dY, 2) E.rl( y x &N(Z)). 
For further details see [6], [7], [8], and [18]. 
Euclidean Space. We assume that [w” has a preassigned ordered orthonormal 
basis {e, , . . . . , e,}. Thus if A c linear span ({e, , . . . , ek}), by A x Rmdk, we will mean 
Ax linear span ({ek+, . . . , e,}). We use the sup metric on R” with respect to this 
basis. That is, if x = C xie, and y = C yici are elements of [w”, then 
d(x,y)=sup{lxi-y,l: lci<m}. 
Algebra. By a ring R we will mean an associative ring with identity, and by an 
R-module we will mean a unitary R-module. If P is a finitely generated projective 
module over R, we will often call P a projective. For further details, see [14]. 
2. Engulfing 
Suppose f: M” + X x R”’ is an N-equivalence, where M is an open PL n-manifold, 
and X is a polyhedron. If W is an open subset of [w”’ and A a closed subpolyhedron 
of R”, we first consider the problem of engulfing f-‘(X x A) with f-‘(X x W). In 
Lemma 2.1 we show that if A can be homotoped into W, then f’(X x A) can be 
homotoped into f’(X x BzN( W)). If dimf’(X x A) G n -4, orf’(X x BzN( W)) 
contains the singular set of homotopy, Lemmas 2.2-2.4 show how to use the tracks 
of the homotopy as approximations for an engulfing isotopy. Theorem 2.5 gives 
conditions sufficient for engulfing _/-‘(X x A) if A has nonempty interior. 
In Section 3 we will need an isotopy that engulfs all of M with an open set IJ, 
where f’(X x Iw”-’ x (-00, ql)) c UC f’(X XL!“-’ x (-co, qJ) and q2 is pre- 
scribed. We show how this can be done in Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 and Corollary 2.8. 
In the final two results of the chapter we show how the isotopies can be ‘fine 
tuned’, fixing certain prescribed sets, and covering certain sets with prescribed sets. 
Compare [7, Chapter 21. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A, C, U, and V be subsets of [w”’ such that U is open, cl(U) and A 
are closed polyhedra and A G U c V. Let hi: 08” + R” be a PL homotopy such that 
(a) hb=id, 
(b) h$R”\ U = id, 
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(c) h;(A)& C, and 
(d) for each X E U, h’(X x I) E V. 
Suppose also that f = cfO, f,) :M + X x 08”’ is an N-equivalence, where M and X are 
finite-dimensional polyhedra, g is a homotopy inverse for f; and F: gf- 1 M. Then if 
E : M + (0,~) is a continuous function, there exists a PL homotopy h, : M + M such that 
(1) ho = id, 
(2) h, 1 Mr’(X x U) = id, 
(3) h,Cf’(X XA)) zf-‘(X x &N(C)), 
(4) if x is notjixed by h, h(X x I) E B,(,,(F(x x I)) u 
&&d_&(x) x KCf,(x) x I))), and 
(5) if x is notjixed by h, h(x x I) EJ-‘(X x BzN( V)). 
Furthermore, if h’ is proper, then h will also be proper. 
Proof. Define h; : M + M by h;(x) = g(l x h:)f(x). Then 
(i) &=g(lxhA)f=gf; 
(ii) if x gf’(X x W, h;(x) = g(1 x hZf(x) = g(f,(x), h%(x)) = d(x), 
(iii) h;Cfl(XxA))~g(Xxh:(A))~g(XxC)cfl(XxBZN(C)), 
(iv) if x ~fl(X x V), E(x x I) = g&(x) x h’cf,(x) x I)), and 
(v) if x ES’(X x u), h;(x) = g&(x), h%(x)) E g&(x) x V) E 
f’(X x &.V( V)). 
We will use F and E to construct the desired homotopy h. Let L be a triangulation 
of M such that D = M\f’(X x II) and A’=f’(X x A) are the underlying poly- 
hedra of subcomplexes. Also if ka0, let Lk denote the set of closed k-simplexes 
of f-*(x x cl( U)). 
Use induction to define a PL retraction of M x I x I onto 
(MxIxO)u(MxOxI)u(DxIxI). 
Thatis,ifdimM=n,definer,for(n-k)/(n+l)~t~(n-k+l)/(n+l)sothat 
it first collapses u X I X I onto 
and then collapses (+x I x I onto 
for each simplex ~7 E Lk\D. Start with k = n and collapse out successively lower 
dimensional cells, at each stage fixing all cells not in ( Lk\D) x I x I. Observe that 
if xEA’, r,(x, 1, 1)~A’xlxO. 
Now define 
G: (MxIxO)u(MxOxI)u(DxIxI)+M 
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h;(x), tE I,u=O, 
G(x,t,u)= F,_,(x), t=O,uel, 
F,_,(x), t,uEI,XED, 
and consider the map 
G~r,~Mxl=l: Mxlxl+M. 
We have 
(i) G 0 rl(x, 0, 1) = G(x, 0, 1) = F,(x) =x, 
(ii) Gor,(x, t, l)=G(x, t,l)=F,,(x)=x, when XED, 
(iii) Gor,(A’x IX 1)~ G(A’~~~O)=~,(A’)~_~-‘(XXB~~(C)). 
So if we define h : A4 x I + M by h = G 0 rl 1 A4 x I x I, h has properties (l)-(3) above. 
Furthermore if x E u E L\D, we have that r,(x x I x 1) E (a x 0 x 1) LJ (P x I x 0). Thus 
h(x x I) c_ F(a x I) u 6(x x I), and by subdividing L we can guarantee that h(x x 
I) C_ B,(,,(F(x x I)) u B,,,,(K(x x I)). Hence it follows from (iv) above that h can 
be constructed to have propery (4). Also if xc D, h,(x) = F,,(x,) or h,*(x,) for some 
t,, t,EI and some x1, x,~f’(Xxcl(U)). Thus h,(x)~f’(XxB~~(V)). Finally 
if h’ is proper, /? is also, and hence G 0 rl 1 A4 x I x 1 = h is. 0 
After modifying Bing’s radial engulfing construction [4, pp. 6-91 we will use the 
tracks of the homotopy h as approximations for the tracks of an isotopy engulfing 
f’(X x A). However, before proceeding to the construction we prove a technical 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A, B, and C be locally compact spaces, where A is separable and C 
is compact. Suppose also that f: A x C + B is a proper, one-to-one map. Then given a 
map E : A+ (0, a), there is a map 6 : A+ (0, ~0) such that if S is a connected set 
and S c B,(,,Cf(x x C)) u B,(,,Cf(y x C)), then S G Bfcx,Cf(x x C)) or S s 
B&.!-(Y x C)). 
Proof. For each x E A, let 
D, = {a E A:f(a x C) !Z B+)IzU(X x C))]. 
Since C is compact, the projection p : A x C + A is a closed map. Thus, for each 
x E A, 
D, = p[(A x C)~-l(B+,kf(x x C))>l 
is a closed subset of A. 
Since proper maps are closed, f( D, x C) is closed, and since f is one-to-one, and 
C is compact 
diY(D, x CM-(x x C)l> 0, 
where d[4,f(xxC)]=+co. So define A:A+(O,oo) by 
A(x) = min{fdlf(Dx x C),f(x x C)], i&(x)}. 
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Now suppose S is a connected set, and S c Bd(Xj(j(x x C)) u B,,,,(f(y x C)). Say 
A(y) 2 A(x). Assuming S is not completely contained in either B,(,,(f(x x C)) or 
B,,,,(j(y x C)), there must exist a point z in B,(,,Cf(x x C)) n B,,,,Cf(y x C)). Thus 
there are points (x, cl) in xx C and (y, c,)~yx C such that d(f(x, c,), z)<A(x) 
and dcf(v, 4, z) <A(Y). So 
dCf(x, cM0, 4) <24(y) 
~dr_I-(q x C),f(Y x C)l 
and xrZ Q. That is, f(x x C) E Bao,jlZ cf(yx C)). So if PE Bd(Xjcf(xx C)), there 
exist points p1 E~(X x C) and pz ~f(y x C) such that 
d(p,~z)~d(p,p,)+d(p,,~2)~A(x)+S~(~) 
+(Y)+&(Y) = E(Y) 
Thus P E ~,~,~Cf(y x C)), &,cf(x x C)) s &&_f(y x C)), and hence Sz 
&,,,Cf(Y x C)). 
Now A may not be continuous. However, if E is a compact subset of A, then 
inf A (E) > 0. We show this by showing that 
d(x) = dCf(R x C),f(x x C)) 
has this property, and in order to do this we show that for each x E A, there is a 
neighbourhood V, of x in A and a constant k, > 0 such that n(y) > k,, for each 
y E V,. This suffices, for we can cover any compact set E by finite collection of Vks, 
and then inf 6(E) > min{ kx} > 0. 
Let x E A, let U be a compact neighborhood of x, and let 
& U = inf{$s(y): y E U}. 
Let K be a compact neighborhood of f(x x C) such that K G B,,Cf(x x C)), and 
let K. be the union of the components off-‘(K) meeting x x C. Let Al > 0 such 
that Bh,(x) x C G K,n ( CJ x C), and let A,> 0 so that if y, y’~ B*>(X), then 
du-(Y, CL_/-(Y’, c)) < EU, 
for each c E U. Finally, let h = min{A,, AZ}. Note that 
dV(cl(B,,,(x))x C),f((A-B,(x)) x C))= ~‘0. 
Now suppose y E B& ) x an d a E A. If dCf(a x C),f(y x C)) < (Y, there exist c, C’E C 
such that d(f(a, c),f(y, c’)) < (Y. Sof(a, c) ~f(B~(x) x C), and sincefis one-to-one, 
f(a x C) ~f(B*(x) x C), a E Bh(x), and dCf(a, c),f(y, E)) < Ed, for each CE C. Thus 
f(axC)sB E~“&-(Y x C)), 
and d(y) > (Y > 0. So let V, = B*,Jx), and let k, = cr. 
We use the fact that inf A( E) > 0, for each compact set E E A, to construct a 
continuous function S : A + (0, ~0) sucvh that 6 G A: cover each component of A by 
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a sequence {P,}z, of compact sets such that Pi c int Pi+, . Then for n > 0, define 
6 I Cl(P*n+l - Pzn) = inf A(cl(P,,+, - P2,,)). By Tietze’s Extension Theorem [13, p. 
2421, 6 can be extended over the given component of A. q 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 are modeled on Theorems B and A, respectively, of [4]. We 
will use them to engulf the (n -4)-skeleton of f’(X x A). 
For the remainder of the section M” will be an open PL n-manifold. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose 
(1) K is a finite dimensional polyhedron, 
(2) T is a triangulation of K x I, 
(3) #I : K x I + M is a proper map that is a PL homeomorphism on each simplex of 
T, 
(4) L is a subpolyhedron of K x Z containing all singularities of 4, and L is a union 
of vertical segments. 
(5) C isa closedset in Msuch that Cn$(KxI)=~(Kxl)u~(L), and 
(6) V is an open subset of M containing +(K x 1) u 4(L). 
Then if 77 : K + (0, NJ) is a continuous function, there exists a PL engulfing isotopy 
fi:MxI+Msuch that 
(a) H,=id, 
(b) fi, 1 C = id, 
(c) +(K x I) E I?,(V), and 
(d) for each x E M, either I?(x x I) = x or there exists y E K such that fi(x x I) c 
B,(,,(+(Y x 0). 
Proof. Let L’ be a closed polyhedron in K x I that is a union of vertical segments 
and a neighborhood of L. Suppose also that +( L’) c V. By adding L’ to C, we can 
assume, without loss of generality, that 4 is an embedding. 
Let 6: K -+ (0, co) be a continuous function such that if S is a connected set 
contained in B,,,,(+(x x I)) u B,(,,(+(y x I)), then SC B,(,,(~(x x I)) or SG 
B,(,,(HY x I)). 
Let T’ be a cylindrical subdivision of K x I so that 4 is linear on each simplex 
of T’. If p : K x I + K denotes projection, let T* be a cylindrical subdivision of T’ 
so that if r is a closed simplex of T2 and P(T) E (+ E T’, then diam 4(r) G inf 6((r). 
Now the proof proceeds by induction on k = dim K. If k = 0, push V out along 
disjoint arcs of 4 (K x I). If k > 0, let Tz_= be the (k - l)-skeleton of T2 1 K x 0, and 
let {a,} be the closed k-simplexes of T21 K x0. For each ui, let & = inf a((~~). Also 
let Xi be the barycenter of oi. Finally let { Wi} be disjoint open subsets of M such 
that Win 4(K X Z)=4(&iX[O, l)), Win Cc@, and W~C- B,,(c$(x~ X I)). 
It follows by induction that there exists a PL engulfing isotopy fi : M x [0, f] -+ M 
such that 
(a) &=id, 
(b) @\C-id, 
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Cc) 4( T-, x 0 c Blj2( VI, and 
(d) if x E M, either Z?(x x [0, f]) = x, or there is a point y E K such that Z?(x x 
[0, $1) lies in a 6(y) neighborhood of 4(y x I). 
After extending fi by pushing V out along the Wi’s, it is straightforward to verify 
that conditions (a)-(d) are satisfied. 0 
In Lemma 2.4 we will make use of the following notation: 
P is a closed subpolyhedron of M of dimension G n - 3; 
U is an open subset of M; 
Q is a closed subpolyhedron of Pn U; 
R = cl(P\Q); 
h, : M + M is a proper homotopy such that ho = id, and h,(P) E U; 
S is an open subset of M such that Q c M\S and h, 1 M\S = id; 
M’ is an open subset of M such that h,(x) E M’, for each x E S; 
Q’=QnM’. 
Lemma 2.4. Let E : M + (0, 00) be a continuous function, and suppose dim R = r s 
n -4. Then there is a PL isotopy H, of M such that 
(1) H,=id, 
(2) H,(M\M’=id, 
(3) KiQ=id, 
(4) PG H,(U), and 
(5) for each x E M’, there exist (r-l- 1) points x0,. . . , x, of S such that 
H(x X 1) E 6 B,<x,,(h(xi X 1)). 
i=O 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on r. If r = 0, h can be homotoped to an 
embedding h’, and U can then be pushed out along the disjoint arcs of h(R x I). 
So suppose that the conclusion is true when dim R < r G n - 4. We wish to show 
that P can be engulfed when dim R = r. Using [18,5.4 and Exercise, p. 631 we can 
homotope h 1 (R x I) u (Q’ x 0) to a proper PL map 
h’: (RxZ))u(Q’xO)+M’ 
such that 
(i) h’l (Q’u R) x (0) = inclusion, 
(ii) h’(Rxl)s UnM’, 
(iii) h’(x, t) lies within &s(x) of h(x, t) 
(iv) h’ is nondegenerate, and 
(v) if X is the singular set of h’, then dim X <2(r-tl)-n<2(r+l)-r-4=r-2. 
Thus if L(X) = UxeXnR x x Z, dim L(X) s r - 1. 
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Now in order to apply the induction hypothesis, let Q u h’( R x 1) take the place 
of Q and let h’(L(X)) take the place of R. It then follows by induction that there 
exists an isotopy H : M x [0, f] + M such that 
(1) H,=id, 
(2) H,\M\M’=id, 
(3) H,]Quh’(Rxl)=id, 
(4) Q u h’[( R x 1) u L(X)] c_ Hllz( U), and 
(5) for each x E M, there are r points x1, . . . , x, E M such that the track of x 
under H is contained in lJr=, B,(x,)(h(x, x I)). 
So to complete the proof of Lemma 2.4, it remains to engulf the complement of 
L(X) in R x I. 
To do this, apply Lemma 2.3, by letting K = R, 4 = h’, 
C=(M\M’)uQuh’[(Rxl)uL(X)], 
V= H,,,(U), and n =$a. Cl 
Before constructing an isotopy that will engulf a subpolyhedron of dimension 
> n -4, we need a definition from [22, p. 111 and some related facts. 
Definition. Let A be a simplicial complex and B a subcomplex. The complex A + B 
is the subcomplex of the barycentric subdivision of A maximal with respect to the 
property of not intersecting B. 
Observe that if v is an n-simplex and (+ k its k-skeleton, then dim(a + (+“) = 
n - k - 1. Also note that if (T’ is the barycentric subdivision of V, then u’ is a natural 
subset of the join uk. (a+ u”). 
Now suppose the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 hold, where, in this case, M is an 
open manifold of dimension n 2 7. Suppose also that C’, V’ G 08” and k: : [w”’ -+ [w”’ 
is a PL homotopy such that 
(a’) k& = id, 
(b’) k:IlJ!“‘\U=id, 
(c’) k:(A) G C’, and 
(d’) for each x E U, k’(x x I) c V’. 
Let h,, k,: M --, M be the homotopies of Lemma 2.1 that push f’(X x A) into 
f’(X x B,,(C)) = W and f’(X x BzN( C’)) = W’, respectively. Also suppose T is 
a triangulation of M such that f ‘(X x A) is the underlying polyhedron of a 
subcomplex of T. 
Then by Lemma 2.4 there exist isotopies H, K : M x I+ M that engulf 
Tn-‘(f ‘(XxA) with W, and (T 1 f ‘(X x A) + Tn-41f1(X x A)) with W’, respec- 
tively. Furthermore, by pushing H,(W) across join lines, H can be extended to 
fi:Mx[O,2]+M such that 
(i) I!&=H,, t~[0, 11, 
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(ii) fiz 1 Mr’(X x BZN( V)) = id, 
(iii) f’(X x A) !z J?,(W) u K,( W’). 
Thus, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that, in addition to the hypotheses above, K,cf-‘(X x A)) c 
I?,(W). Then if M’=f’(X x (BzN( V) u BzN( V’)), there is an engulfing isotopy 
G, : M + M such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
GO = id, 
G,IM\M’=id, 
f’(X x A) c G,V_‘(X x L&(C))), and 
for each x E M, there exist (n + 2) points y,, yI , 
n-3 
G(xx 1) s Bc(~,,(J’o) U U Bz,y,,(h(.Yi X 1)) 
i=l I 
. . . 
U 
,y,+, such that 
II+1 
U B,,y,)(k(Yi x I)) . i=n-2 1 
Proof. Let G, : M + M by 
G,(x) = 
R,(x), r E [O, fl 
fG:-1fw), t E (1, 11. 
Then if T has sufficiently fine mesh, conclusions (l)-(4) follow immediately. 0 
The hypothesis K,Cf’(X x A)) c fiz( W) may be difficult to verify. When applying 
Theorem 2.5 we verify the stronger conditions W’nf’(X x A) = @ and M’E 
I-j,(W) u K,( W’). 
The proof of the next lemma is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Although 
the statement is very technical, we shall apply it frequently in the remainder of this 
paper. 
We shall make use of the following notation in Lemma 2.6. Suppose Y is a 
connected metric space and A is a subset such that Y\A has two components C, 
and C,. Then if K, and Kz are positive real numbers 
B K,,K2(A) = (B,,(A) n Cl) u (B,,(A) n C,) u A, 
B&(A) = (B,,(A) n C,) u A, and B,,(A) = (B,,(A) n C,) u A. 
If no confusion can arise, we will use BK,,K2, BG,, and BK,. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a closed polyhedral subset of R” such that [W”‘\A has two 
components C, and C,. Suppose that M is an open n-mantfold, n Z= 7, and f: M + 
X x W” is an N-equivalence. Suppose that E > 0, and each C,, i = 1,2 has the following 
property 
(T): For each x E Ci, there exists y E Ci such that x E BeN+,(y) E Ci. 
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And finally suppose that there exist isotopies hi, ki : R” + R” such that 
(1’) hA= kb=id, 
(2’) hi ( Rm\&N+e,2N+F,2 = id, ki 1 Rm\&N+E12,4N+E = id, 
(3’) h;(cl B 4N+E,~,~N) E int(%++\&), and k:(cl &wv+~,J E 
int(EN++\KN). 
Then there exists an isotopy G, : M + M such that 
(a) G,,=id, 
(b) G, 1 Mif’W x &N+r(A)) = id, 
(~1 f’W x CC, u A)) c GU-‘(X x C,)). 
Proof. Observe that because of our assumption on C, and C,, we have that 
f’(X x &~(%+e,z’\&J) =S’(X x B&++\A), 
f_‘(X x &N(B 4N+F,ZN+E,2)) =f-‘(X x &N+F,4N+P,2), etc. 
Thus, applying Lemma 2.1 to hi and k:, we get h,, k, : M + M such that 
(1) ho= k,=id, 
(2) k, 1 MV’(X x B4N+F,2~+F~2) = 4
k 1 MV’(X x &N+E~~,4N+F) = id, 
(3) h’Cf-‘(X x cl &N+e,z,zN)) sf’(X x %,v+E,~\A), 
k,(f’(X x cl B ~N,Nv+~,~)) cf’(X x B&+F,d\A), 
(4) for each x E M, not fixed by h, h(x x I) sf’(X x B6N++N+E12), and 
for each x E M, not fixed by k, k(x x I) !zf’(X x B4N+E,2,6N+s). 
So let T be a triangulation of M such that P =f’(X x cl B4N+E,2) is the underlying 
polyhedron of a subcomplex of T. Then, applying Lemma 2.4, we get isotopies HI, 
K,:M+M, tgZ, such that 
(a’) Ho = K, = id, 
(b’) H,lM\S’(Xx B bN+F,4N+F,2) = id, K, I M\f’(X x &v+~,~,~~+~) = id,and 
(c’) TIP~-T”-4]PcH,~‘(X~Cz)), and Tnp41Pc_ K’cf’(XxC,)). 
So extending K to a map from M x [0,2] + M, we get M G HLf-‘(X x C,) u 
Kf-‘(X x Cl). Furthermore, since C’ and A are disjoint, we can construct G exactly 
as in Theorem 2.5. q 
For the remainder of the Section we assume M is an open PL manifold of 
dimension >6 and f: M + X x R is an N-equivalence, where X is a finite dimensional 
polyhedron. 
Lemma 2.7 shows how to ‘compose’ a countable collection of engulfing isotopies 
to engulf a countable union of sets. This is the key to engulfing all of M. 
Lemma 2.7. Let E >O and let {Pi}:,, {Ai}:‘, { Wi}z’=,, {Di}zl be collections of 
nonempty subsets of R” having the following properties. 
(1) For each i, P, is an open set such that Pi E W,+‘\B6N+F(Ac+‘). 
(2) For each i, Ai satisJies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.6, where Wi corresponds to 
C’ and Di corresponds to Cz. 
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(3) For each i, Di z Di+, , and W s W,+l E Wi u Ai. 
Then there is an open set U c f-‘(X x WI), and an isotopy G, : U + M such that 
(4 U zint(MV-‘(X x &N+.(AI u Dd)), 
lb) Go = inclusion : U + M, 
(c) G, 1 int(MV’W x &N+~ (A, u Dl))) = inclusion, and 
(4 G,(U) = [Ui f’(x X f’i)I U int[MV-‘W X Bm-te(Al U &))I- 
Proof. For each YE R”, let Y=f’(X x Y). For each i, let Gi: M + M be the 
isotopy given by Lemma 2.6 for Ai. That is, 
(i) GA= id, 
(ii) Gf 1 M\BeNfe(Ai) = id, and 
(iii) Wi u Ai c Gf( q). 
Let V, = int(M\B,,+,(A, u Dl)), and for each i 3 1, let 
V = t’_, u (Gf . . . G;)-‘(Pi). 
Observe that each V E w,. For 
Gf.. . G;(w,)=, w,uA,u .a. u& 
z WiU/iilPi, 
and since V, c w,, it follows by induction that 
Vi= Vi_,u(Gj.. . G;)-‘(p,)c WI. 
Thus, setting U = IJi V, it follows that (a) is satisfied. 
Now define G,: U + M, for t E [0, l), by 
G,(x) = G&k+r~k+~-l~ o G:-’ o - * * 0 G:(x), 
for tE[(k-l)/k,k/(k+l)], and kEZ+. Also that 
G,(x) = !‘“, G: 0 G;-r 0 . . .o G;(x). 
To see that G is well-defined, observe that if k > 1, then Gf ( G: * * * G:( V,) = id. For 
since Pi E Wi+l\BbN+F (Ai+l), Gilpi =id, for all j> i, and 
Gf . . . G:(V,)=G:...G:(V,_,)u~~ 
=G;. . . G;( v,_,) u G:(I’,_,) u p, 
=G; . . . G;( v,_,) u p,-, u 4 
Thus if xE V,, and r/(l+ 1) c t s 1, G,(x) = G: * * . G:(x). So G is well-defined, and 
(b) and (c) follow. Finally, (d) follows from the construction of U and G. 0 
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The result on engulfing all of M is now an easy consequence. 
Corollary 2.8. Let E > 0 and let q E R. There exists an open set 1 
f’(X x Rm-’ x (-CO, q)) and an isotopy G, : U + M such that 
(a) f~‘(XxR”-‘x(-a,q-6N-E))c_ U, 
(b) Go = inclusion: U + M, 
(c) G, ]f’(X x R”-’ x (-CO, q -6N - E)) = inclusion, and 
(d) G,(U) = M. 
JG 
Proof. Let K = 6N+ E, and for each i E Z+, let Pi = IR”~’ x (-00, qf(2i - l)K), and 
Ai = R”-’ x [q + (2i - 2)K, q + 2iK]. Then it follows that the hypotheses of Lemma 
2.1 are satisfied, and we are done. 
If B is an open cube in R”’ with compact closure, and X is compact our next 
engulfing result shows how to ‘taper off’ the isotopy of Lemma 2.6 to get an isotopy 
engulfing f’(X x B) that fixes the complement of a bounded neighborhood of 
f’(XxB). 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let {a,}E,, {bi}E, be sets of real numbers such that ai < bi, for each i. 
There exists a constant K > 0, depending only on dim M and N, and an isotopy 
h, : M + M such that 
(1) hO=id, 
(2) h,\Mlf’(Xx(a,-K,b,+K)x*.. ~(a,,,-K,b,+K))=id, 
(3) f-‘(Xx(a,,b,)x**. X(Q,- K, b,))c hf-‘(Xx(a,-K, b,+K)x.. .x 
(a,_, -K, b,_, + K) x (a, -K, a,)), and 
(4) ifp:xxw-lxR+R”-’ is projection, then for each x E M, diam pjh(x x I) < 
;K. 
Proof. We prove this in the case m = 2. 
First use Lemma 2.6 to construct an isotopy LY, : M + M such that 
(a) CQ,= id, 
(b) a,~MLf-‘(X~Rx(a~-7N,b~+7N))=id, and 
(c) f-‘(Xx~x(a,-7N,b,))c_(~tf~(X~IWx(a~-7N,a~)). 
Since (Y is constructed using Lemma 2.5, there exists a constant K’>O, depend- 
ing only on dim M and N such that (~;lcf’(X x (a,, b,) x (a,-7 N, bJ) c 
f’(X x (a, - K’, b, + K’) x ( a2 - 7N, a,)). Now let p1 : X x R x R + R be projection 
onto the first R-factor, and let /3 :R+ [0, l] be a PL function such that p(y) = 1, 
y E [a, -K’, b, + K’], and p(y) = 0, y E R\( a,-K’-N,b,+K’+N).Thenifh,:M+ 
M by h,(x) = ‘~z.pp,f(x) (x), h has the desired properties. Cl 
Our final engulfing result shows how to engulf an ‘unbounded’ subset of M 
guaranteeing that certain ‘strips’ cover other ‘strips’. Since we will make use of this 
result only in the case m = 2, we state and prove the result for M N-equivalent to 
X x R2. However, it is easy to see how to generalize the result for m > 2. 
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Lemma 2.10. Let a, < a2 <. * * < a,, be real numbers such that for each i # 7, ai+, - 
ai > K, where K is the constant of Theorem 2.9, and X is compact. Then there exists 
an isotopy h, : M + M such that 
(1) hO=id, 
(2) h,)MV_‘(XxRx(a,-K,a,,+K))=id, 
(3) f’(Xxrwx(a,-K,a,,))~h~‘(XxIWx(a,-K,a,)), 
(4) f’(xxIwx(a,,a,))~h~‘(XxIWx(a,,a,)~f’(Xx[Wx(a,-K,a,+K)), 
(5) f’(XxIwx(a,,a,))ch~‘(XxRx(a,,a,))~f1(XxIWx(a,-K,a,+K)), 
and 
(6) if p, : X x R x R + R is projection onto the first R factor, then for each x E M, 
diam p,fh(x x I) <SK. 
Proof. For i = 1, 2, 3, let af :M + M be an isotopy of crb=id with support on 
f’(xX~x(a,_i-~,~,,_i+K)) such that 
f-l(XxRx(U,_i-K, u,,~~))E(Y~S’(XX[WX(U~~~-K,U~-~)), 
and for each x E M, diam p&‘(x x I) <iK. 
For i = 4, 5, let ayf : M + M be an isotopy of cy6 = identity with support onf’(X x 
R X (ae_i -K, all-i)) such that 
f~‘(XxRx(a,_i-K,a,,_i-K))~~itf-1(X~R~(u6_i-K, a,_,)), 
andforeachxEMdiamp,j&‘(xxI)<~K. 
Then set 
1 
a&(x), 0s tsf, 
&IQ:(x), $<ts$, 
h,(x) = &,d~:(x), g<ts;, 
cx~,_Ja:cx:a:(x), $< ts;, 
5 4 3 2 1 
~51-4~1~1~1~1, $<t<1, 
and h has the required properties. 0 
Note: By using radial engulfing in codimension 3 [24], 2.5-2.10 can be extended 
to dimensions 5 and 6. The estimates of the diameters of the tracks of the isotopes 
will be larger, but the results will be essentially unchanged. 
3. Twist Gluing 
In this Section we assume M is an open PL manifold of dimension n Z= 5, X is 
a finite polyhedron, and f: M + X x R” is an N-equivalence. 
Using the engulfing arguments of Section 2, and Siebenmann’s twist gluing 
(twist = id) [20] or Chapman’s wrapping up [6,7] we can construct a manifold M, 
that has the bounded homotopy type of X x Rm-’ x S’. Also see [9, pp. 84-861. By 
iterating this construction we obtain a compact manifold M, with the homotopy 
type of X x T”. 
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Section 3 is devoted to a study of gluings of M. In Section 4 we make extensive 
use of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. Theorem 3.4 shows that M is the infinite cyclic cover 
of M, corresponding to 1 x exp: X x Rmwl x R + X x IWm-’ x S’. Theorem 3.5 shows 
that M, is independent of the ordering of the basis {e, , . . . . , e,} of R”. 
If p is a positive number, we can apply Corollary 2.8 to get open sets U_, U+ c_ M 
and homeomorphisms f-: l__ + M and f+: U+ + M such that 
(l-) f_‘(X x KY’ x (-co, -p -7N)) z U_ Gj-‘(X x [wm-’ x (-a, -p)), 
(1,) f~‘(xxIw”-‘x(p+7N,co))~ u+c_j-l(XxRm-lx(p,co)), 
(2_) f- is isotopic to the inclusion U_ --, M by an isotopy that fixesf’(X x Iw”-’ x 
(--cc, -p - 7N)), and 
(2,) f+ is isotopic to the inclusion U+ + M by an isotopy that fixesf’(X x Rmel x 
(-a,p+7N)). 
So we can identify U- and U+ to get a PL manifold 
MI = M/(x =Js’f-(x): x E U-}. 
M, is an example of a twist-gluing, where the twist, in this case, is the identity map 
on M [20, pp. 18-261. If {e,, . . . , e,} is the preassigned basis of R”, we say M, is 
obtained from M by gluing along e,. 
Theorem 3.1. Ml depends only on the ordered basis {e,, . . . , e,} of R”. That is, if 
p’> 0, and U:( = U: or UL) are open sets andf: homeomorphisms satisfyingproperties 
analogous to (l*) and (2,) above, then 
M; = M/(x = (f:)-‘f’(x) :x E Ul} 
is homeomorphic to M, . In fact, the homeomorphism MI + Mi can be chosen to lie in 
a preferred homotopy class of maps Ml + M :. 
Proof. [20, Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.61. 0 
Now let q=p+7N. Then since f-If-*(X xR*-‘X(--CO, -q])=id, ft’f_(x)= 
f;‘(x), for each x~f’(X x lRm-’ x (-CO, -41). Recollecting the proofs of Lemma 
2.7 and Corollary 2.8, we see that there is an isotopy h, : M + M such that h, = id and 
h, ]f;‘f-‘(X xR”-’ x [- q, a)) =f+If3-‘(X x R”-’ x L-4, a)). 
So consider 
2 = h,‘f’(X x Rm-’ x (-00, -q])lfP’(X x [Wrn-’ x (-co, -4)). 
and let 
A?, = Z/(x = h,‘(x): x E f-‘(X x Rm-’ x (-4))). 
fi, is an example of Chapman’s wrapping-up [7, pp. 18-20; 6, pp. 313-3151, and 
we have the next theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let e be a positive real <p_ There exist a bounded homotopy equivalence 
f,:I\;j,+XxRm-‘~S1, and maps 4:f’(XxR”-‘x(-p,p))+fiM,, and 1x$:Xx 
IP-‘x(-p,p)+xxlQ”=’ x S’ such that the following diagram commutes. 
Proof. The proof is given in [7, pp. 18-19; pp. 313-3141. Since we will use the maps 
later, we include the constructions. 
If we consider S’ as [-q, q]/{-q = q}, there is a natural identification of (-p + 
E, p - E) with an open subset of S’, so $ can be though as an inclusion. Similarly 
f’(X x [w”-’ x (-p, p)) can be identified with an open subset of A?, , and we consider 
4 to be an inclusion. 
Now let pn : X x R”-’ x R + R be projection. 
Notethath;‘f’(XxlR”-‘x{q})c U+G~‘(XXR”-‘x(p,~~)).Sowecandefine 
p : [ -9, q] + [ -4, q] to be an order preserving PL map that fixes [-q, p - E] u {q} 
and maps pJh;‘f-‘(X x R*-’ x{-q})ontoq.Definef,:Z+[-q,q]byf,=&,fIZ. 
Also let pXxR’+l : X x iR*-’ x R’+ X x IX”-’ be projection, and let a : [-q, q] + [0, l] 
be a PL order preserving surjective map that maps [-q, p - E] to 0. Define L : 2 + 
X x lR”-’ byfa(x) = pxxRm-lfh,rhCx,(x). Then iffi : Z+ XX Rm-’ x [-q, q] byfi(x) = 
vh(x),fb(x)), 7, factors through the equivalent relations to give a map f, : Ml + 
xxlRm-i x S’ making the diagram commutative. 0 
&?, is important to us since it has the bounded homotopy type of X x R”-’ x S’ 
and because of 
Theorem 3.3. There is a natural homeomorphism of M, onto M, . 
Proof. If x E 2, let 2 denote its equivalence class in M, and if x E M, let [x] denote 
its equivalence class in M,. Then define A : A?, + M, by h(i) = [x]. Observe first 
that A is well defined. For if %=j, and x # y, then x~f-~(Xx[W~-~ x(-q}), say, 
and y = h;‘(x). But by definition of h,, we also have y =f;‘(x), and since XE 
f’(X x R”-’ x {-q}), which is fixed by f-, y =fi’f_(x)_ That is, [x] = [y]. 
We also have that A is onto. For suppose [x] E M,. If x E M\( U- u U+) or if 
x E u- nf’(X x Iw”_’ x [-q, a)), this is clear. But if x ~fl(X x R”-’ x (-CO, -q)), 
f;‘f-(x) =fT’(x) E U+vQ’f’(X x R”-’ x L-9, a)) 
= U+\h;‘f-‘(X x 5Y’ x [-q, co)) E 2. 
Thus [x] = If;‘f_(x)] = Afs’f-(x). 
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Now suppose A(?) = A(J). That is, [x] = [y], but x f y. Then say, x =ft’f_(y). 
so YE U_nf’(XxlW”~‘x[-q,co)), and f;‘f-(Y) G Z, unless YE 
f’(X xR”-’ x (-9)). In this case x =ft’f_(y) = h;‘(y). That is, X =y, and A is 
injective. 
Finally let q1 : M + M,, 4, : Z + A?, be the quotient maps. Then the preceding 
arguments show that q, ) Z = hq, , and hence A is continuous. Also, if U is open in 
a,, then (qr)-‘( U)\int(ij,)-‘( U) s Fr(Z), and A( U) is open in M, . 0 
Thus, in what follows, we will make use of the construction of M, that is most 
convenient to the matter at hand, and, when using Siebenmann’s construction, by 
fi, we will mean f,A-‘. 
The next theorem shows that M is an infinite cyclic cover of MI. 
Theorem 3.4. Let E, be the infinite cyclic cover of M, induced by the map 1 x exp : X x 
R m-‘X[W-_,XX[Wm-’ x S’. Then E, is homeomorphic to M. 
Proof. This is essentially the proof given in [20]. Since we will need some of the 
details later, we include it here. 
Let Y = M x Z, where Z is the set of integers. Let CY : U+ x Z + U_ x Z by setting 
(-~(x,k)=Cf_‘f+(x),k+l). Then ~=Cf_xl)aCfJ’xl):MxZ~MxZ by taking 
(x, k) to (x, k + 1). 
Now let (Ye = (Y 1 U+ x {k} and consider 
Y= Y/{x=a,(x): XE U+x{k}, kEZ}. 
Observe that T induces a homeomorphism 7 : Y-, v taking [x, k] to [x, k + 11. Thus, 
if G is the infinite cyclic group generated by ?, and p: Y+ Y/G the quotient map, 
then ( Y, Is) is an infinite cyclic covering of Y/ G. But clearly Y/G is homeomorphic 
to M, , and hence (Y, p) is an infinite cyclic cover of M,. 
If e:E,+M, is the covering map, f,*e*r,( E,) = n,(X x Rm-l) G 
7r,(X x [Wm--’ x S’), and if q, : M + M, is the quotient map, Theorem 3.2 shows that 
fI.+ql,nI(M) = 7r1(X xR”-‘) also. Hence q I.+~I(M) = e,rr,(E,). Now if i: M+ 
M x (0) E Y is the natural map, i induces r: M -+ y so that the following diagram 
is commutative. 
Thus p.+r,( Y) 2 ql*rl(M). But Siebenmann shows [20, p. 301 that T is isotopic to 
a homeomorphism M + F by an isotopy that fixes F(M\( U_ u U+)). Hence 
p.+rI( Y) = q,,TI(M) = e,v,(E), and M is homeomorphic to Y, which is homeo- 
morphic to El. 0 
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Note: It can also be shown that 7 is isotopic to a homeomorphism by using the 
techniques of Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.8. 
The next result shows that M,,,, the manifold obtained by iterating the gluing 
construction, is independent of the ordering of the basis {e,, . . . , e,} of R”. 
Theorem 3.5. Let 
1 2 . . . m 1 2 . . . m 
CT= k, k2 . . . k,,, > 
and r= 
1, 12 . . . 1, > 
be permutations of the set { 1, . . . , m}. Let M, denote the manifold obtained from M 
by gluing successively along the inverse images of the basis elements ek,, ek2, . . . , ek,,. 
Similarly define M,. Then there is a PL homeomorphism M,+ MT. 
Proof. Since any permutation can be expressed as a product of transpositions, it 
suffices to prove this in the case m = 2. We assume that the constant K of Theorem 
2.9 is $. 
There are two main parts to the proof. The first part uses the results of Section 
2 to construct isotopies of M that will induce well-defined isotopies on the intermedi- 
ate manifolds obtained by gluing along one basis element. The second part uses 
Chapman’s wrapping up to identify a subset Y of M that maps onto the two final 
quotient spaces M,* and M,, obtained by gluing the two R-factors in different 
orders. The previously defined isotopies of M then give a well-defined means for 
forming a quotient space of Y that is homeomorphic to both M,, and M2,. 
The isotopies. Using Lemma 2.10, we can construct an isotopy (Y, : M + M having 
the following properties. 
(a) LY” = id; 
(b) (Y, 1 MV_‘(X x (-36,16) x R) = id; 
(c) f-‘(Xx (-34, 16)xIw)~ aj-‘(X x (8, 16)xR); 
(d) f’(Xx(-17,-15)xR)c(rj-‘(Xx(11,13)xR)cf1(Xx(-18,-14)xR); 
(e) f’(Xx(-19, -13)xR)s (~tf-1(Xx(1O,l4) xR)Gf’(Xx(-20, -12)xR); 
and 
(f) if p2 : X x R x R + R is projection onto the last factor, then for each x E M, 
diam p&(x x I) < 2. 
We will use LY as the first step of our construction off+: U+ + M (Lemma 2.7 and 
Corollary 2.8) by setting V, = cxllf-‘(X x (-32,~) x R), and choosing each sub- 
sequent isotopy to fix fp’(X x (-32,~) x W). Using Theorem 2.9 we can construct 
an isotopy yt : M -+ M having the following properties. 
(a) yO=id; 
(b) y, 1 MV-‘(X x (-21, -11) x (-38,14)) =id; 
(c) f’(Xx(-20, -12)x(-36,14))~ rlf’(Xx(-21, -11)x(12,14)); and 
(d) if pi :X x R x R + R is projection onto the first R-factor, then for each x E M, 
diam p&(x x I) < f. 
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Let 6, : M-t M by 6,(x) = cu;‘Y,cu,(x). Then 
(a) &=id, 
(b) &I Mr’(X x (8, 16) x (-40, 16)) = id, and 
(c) f’(X x (10,14) x (-34,16)) c_ SJ-‘(X x (8,16) x (10,16)). 
Using Theorem 2.9 again we can construct an isotopy 5, : M + M having the following 
properties. 
(a) &,=id; 
(b) 5,) MLf’(X x 08 x (-40,lO)) = id; 
(c) 5,(f’(Xx[-18,-14]xR)=id; 
(d) ~~~f1(Xx[11,13]xlQ)=id; 
(e) f-‘(X x (-a, -19) x (-40,8)) E l,j-‘(X x (-co, -18) x (-40, -34)); 
(f) f’(X x (-13,lO) x (-40,9))E l,f’(X x (-14,11) x (-40, -34)); 
(g) f’(X x (14, ~0) x (-40,8)) c_ lLf’(X x (13,~) x (-40, -34)); and 
(h) for each x E M, diam pLfl(x x I) < 4. 
Let 7, : M + M by 
Y,(x) = 
( 
Y*(X), x E support y, 
6,(x), x E support 6, 
X, otherwise. 
Now define 7, : M + M by 
Then 
(a) vO=id, 
(b) nr ) MV_‘(X XR x (-40,16)) = id, and 
(c) f’(XxRx(-34, 16))~ n,j-‘(XxRx(8,16)). 
Furthermore if A = o;‘cx,f’(X x (11,13) x (-34,16)) = y;l~tfl(X x (11,13) x 
(-34,16)) and XE A, then a;‘nl(x) = ~Z,cu;‘(x). We will use n as our first step in 
constructing g, : V+ + M. 
Of course entirely analogous constructions apply in the other ‘direction’. 
Specifically get & : M + M satisfying 
(a) &=id, 
(b) &If’(XxlRx(-16,36))=id, 
(c) f’(XxRx(-16,34))QJ-‘(XxRx(-16, -8)), 
(d) f’(XxRx(15, 17))~/3j-1(XxRx(-13,-11))~j-1(XxRx(14, 18)), 
(e) f-‘(XxRx(13,19))E~~‘(XxRx(-14, -1O))~f’(XxRx(l2,20)), 
and 
(f) for each XEM, diamp,@(xxZ)<2. 
As before, we can use /3 as the first step in constructing g_: V- += M. Also, as 
before, we can use p to construct A I : M --, M having the following properties. 
(a) &=id, 
(b) A, 1 MV’(X x (-16,40) x R) = id, and 
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(c) AJ-‘(X x (-16, -) x[w) zj-‘(X x (-16, -34) xR). 
Furthermore, if B=A~‘~~1~‘(Xx(-16,34)x(-11,-13)), and XEB, then 
P;‘h2(x) = A@;‘(x). Finally, we will use A as the first step in f-: U_ + M. 
7’he subset Y. Having constructed f*: U, + M and g,: V, + M, we can form two 
gluings 
(1) M, = M/(x =f;‘f_(x): x E U-}, and 
(2) M2 = M/(x = gI’g+(x): x E V,}. 
Recollecting Chapman’s constructions, we have alternative ways of defining M, 
and M2. Namely, first let 
2, =f;‘f-f’(X x (-cc, -161 xR)/f’(X x (-a, -16) x[w) 
=(~;‘fi(X x (-00, -161 xK!)V_‘(X x (-00, -16) xR), 
and let 
2, = g:‘f,f’(X x R x [15, a))V_‘(X x IL! x (16,~)) 
=p;‘f’(X xIw~[16,~))~‘(XxIwx(16, co)). 
Then 
Ml = Z,/{x = a;‘(x): x E~‘(X x (-16) x W)}, 
and 
M2=Z2/{x=p;‘(x): ~E~‘(XXRX{~~})}. 
In view of these constructions, we see that 
1)IAuCf’(Xx[-16,13]~(8,16))nZ,), 
and 
A ]Bu(j-‘(Xx(-16, -8)x[-13,16])nZ,) 
induce isotopies ii, : Ml + M, and h, : M2 + M2. Now according to Theorem 3.2, 
there exist 2-equivalences fi : M, + X x S’ x R and fi : M2 + X x R x S’ making the 
following diagrams commutative. 
f’(Xx(-7,7)xR) L Xx(-7,7)xR 
i I 
M1 b xxs’xlw 
f1 
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(Thinking of S’ as [-16,12]/{-16 = 12) in the first diagram or as [-12,16]/{12 = 16) 
in the second diagram, the vertical maps can be thought of an inclusions.) As in 
the construction of g, and f_, we can use ij and h as first steps in the construction 
of g+:V+ + M, and f_ : o_ + M2, respectively. Then construct g_ : i? + Ml and 
f+ : u+ + M2, making certain that g_ fixes fi’(X x S’ x (-cc, -201) and f+ fixes 
f;l(X x [20, co) x S’). Now define 
Ml2 = M,/{x = &‘gI(x): x E v-} 
and 
M2, = M2/{x =f?j=+(x): x E 0,). 
Using Chapman’s construction again, we define 0 =S;‘(X x S’ x { -20)) G 
M,, P= ij;‘Q, and 
z, = ?j;lf;‘(x x s’ x(-co, -2O])K’(X x s’ x (-03, -20)). 
Also define S=&‘(X x (20) x S’) G Ml, i? = h-‘L?, and 
z* = h;‘fi’(X x [20, co) x S’)K’(X x (20, co) x S’). 
Then Ml2 = .&/{x = f,‘(x): x E Q}, and Mzl = &/{x = h;‘(X): x E 3). 
Now let q1 and q2 be the quotient maps defined by equations (1) and (2) above, 
respectively, and let Y = qF1(&) n q;‘(&). Also let P, Q, R, and S be the inverse 
images of p, 0, R, and S intersected with Y. Define an equivalence relation on Y 
by setting 
i 
{x, V(X)], XE P\(RuS), 
[xl = (4 A(x)), XE R\(Pu Q), 
{x,~~(x),A(~),~~A(x)=A(x)}, XEPnR. 
Finally, let Y = Y/ - , and it is evident from the preceding constructions that the 
natural maps Y+ Ml2 and Y+ Mzl are homeomorphisms. 0 
Note. Using the engulfing arguments in Theorem 4.2, we can show that M, = M2, 
thereby obtaining another proof of 3.5. 
Let M,,_, and M,,, be the manifolds obtained by gluing along e,, . . . , e2, and 
e In,*.., e, , respectively. Let El be the infinite cyclic cover of M,,, induced by the map 
lxexpxl:XxRxT”-‘-+XxS’xT”. 
Since E, is homeomorphic to M,,_, , there exist disjoint neighborhoods W, of the 
ends E, of E, and homeomorphisms h, : W, + El. Let T be the covering translation 
of E, corresponding to +1 in r,S’. Then we can glue the ends of E, by incorporating 
a ‘twist’ by the covering translation. That is, let 
E,, = E,/{x = h;‘Tk(x): x E W-}. 
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Siebenmann shows [20, p. 29, et al.] that there exists a natural homotopy equivalence 
El,-+ Mm. The final result of this chapter shows that this homotopy equivalence is 
a simple homotopy equivalence. 
Theorem 3.6. Let 4 : E 1T + M,,, be the natural homotopy equivalence. There exists a 
homeomorphism & : E ,= + M,,, such that 4 is homotopic to #J. 
Proof. We will construct the homeomorphism 6. It will then follow from [20, p.221 
that 6 = q5. 
We make use of the construction of E, given in the proof of Theroem 3.4. Let 
U, be neighbourhoods of the ends of M,,,_, and let f+ : U, + M,,_, be homeomorph- 
isms that are isotopic to the inclusions U,+ Mm_, by isotopies that fix smaller 
neighbourhoods of the ends. Let (Y : U+ x Z + U_ x Z by (Y(x, k) = c%(x), k-t 1). 
Then T=(~_x~)(Y~~;~x~):M,,~~xZ+M,,_~XZ by taking (x,k) to (x,k+l). Let 
Y=(M,,_,xZ)/{(x, k)=a(x, k): XE U,}. 
Letting 7 be the map on F induced by r, and G the group generated by ?, we saw 
in Theorem 3.4 that F+ y/G was isomorphic as a covering space to E, + M,,,. 
If Sz M,,_, xZ, let 3 be its image in F under the quotient map MmP1 xH+ F 
It was also observed in Theorem 3.4 that there exist isotopies 
pt: U M,,_, x(i)+ E 
iSO 
n:,pOM,-,x{i)+ y 
such that 
(a) PO = inclusion, y0 = inclusion, 
(b) p1 1 (domain p)\ U+ x (0) = id, 
(b’) “/t ) (domain y)\ U- x (0) = id, and 
(c) /_?i and y1 are onto. 
Let 
V- = U M,_, x {i}, V+ = U Mm-, x{iI, 
i-Z0 i>O 
andlety+: V,+ YbyT+‘,Im=f=f,, and f* = id, elsewhere. Now define g,: V+* F 
by g_=p,f_ and g+=y,f+. Then if 
Y, = Y/(x = g;‘?g_(x): x E v-}, 
it follows from [20, p. 191 that there is a natural homeomorphism E,,+ Y,. 
Now let fl’(U_)= U!cM,,_,, fi’(U+)= U:sM,,_,, and let ft= 
(cf,ofij U:: U:+M,-,. It also follows from [20, p. 191 that M, is naturally 
homeomorphic to 
M:, = M,,_,/{x = cf:)P1f?(x): x E U’}. 
So we show that F+ is homeomorphic to ML. 
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First observe that the quotient map Y -f Y, takes M,,_, x(0) onto Y+ For 
g_( U_ x (0)) = ,gJ M,,_, x {i} and ?g_( U_ x (0)) = U M,,_’ x {i]. 
i>O 
g+lU ~,-~x{~~\U+x{O~=id, 
i>O 
g;‘?g-( U_ x (0)) 2 i.j M,,_, x {i}\m. 
i>O 
Thus if x E V+\ U+ x {0}, there exists y E U-x (0) such that gJ’?g_(y) =x. 
-- 
Next observe that if (x, 0), (y, 0) E M,,_, x {0}, then g;‘7gg(D) = (y, 0) iff x E U!. 
For let XE LJ!, then 
g;‘?g_(x, 0) = g;‘?cf_(x), 0) = gJ’cf_(x), 1). 
Since x E UT, f-(x) E U- and (J-(x), 1) = cf+‘f_f-(x), 0) = cft’f?(x), 0). Thus 
g;‘?g-(x, 0) = g;‘(fl’fl-(x), 0) 
= cf;‘f;‘f2-(x), 0) = (cf:))‘f2-(x), 0). 
That is, if x E U?, then (x, 0) is identified with (cf:)-‘f?(x), 0) in Y,. On the other 
hand if x E U_\ UT, f-(x) $ U_, and 
g;‘?g_(x, 0) = g;‘Q_(x), 0) = gL’cf_(x), 1) 
=cf_(x), 1)~ M,,_, x (0). 0 
Note: Using Siebenmann’s terminology [20, p. 121 Theorem 3.6 implies that Mm 
is ‘relaxed’. 
4. The obstructions 
Before constructing the obstruction to factoring we require some facts from 
Siebenmann’s Thesis [19] and some results from algebraic K-theory. 
Suppose W is a connected open PL n-manifold, n 2 6, Y is a compact polyhedron, 
and h : W + Y x [w is a PL bounded homotopy equivalence. Also let p : k+ W be 
the universal cover, and if Ss W, let 2 =p-‘(S). With these assumptions W has 
two tame ends [19, p. 221, E+ and a-, corresponding to the two ends of Y xR. 
Furthermore if p > 0, Siebenmann snows [ 19, pp. 22, 25, 321 there exist q > p and 
connected PL submanifolds 2, and Z- % W having the following properties. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
h-‘(Yx(-co,-q))EZ_sh-‘(Yx(-a,-p)),and 
h-‘(Yx(q,co))EZ+~h~‘(Yx(p,co)). 
Z+ and Z_ are closed subsets of W, each has one end, and each has compact 
connected boundary. 
The inclusions aZ, + Z, + W induce isomorphisms on r’ _ 
I-&(2+, di+) and I&(2_, aZ_) are zero for all k # n - 2, and H,_*( 2,) a~?+) 
and H,_z(z-, a.?_) are finitely generated and projective left 2~, W modules. 
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Furthermore there exists a closed PL (n - l)-manifold W’ such that W is PL 
homoeomorphic to W’ x R if and only if H,_,(z+, a.?!+) is stably free as a Za, W- 
module. Thus if &,(Znl W) is the projective class group of Zr, W, a special case 
of Siebenmann’s Theorem can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. If W is an open PL manifold having dimension 26 and the bounded 
homotopy type of Y x R, where Y is a compact polyhedron, then there exists an element 
u( W) E l&(Zrr, W) that is zero if and only if W is homeomorphic to W’ x R, for some 
closed PL manifold W’. 
Bass, Heller and Swan [3] have shown that if G is a group and Wh(G) the 
Whitehead group of G, then there is a natural direct sum decomposition 
Wh(GxZ)~Wh(G)O&,(ZG)ONil(ZG). 
We will not be concerned with Nil(ZG). However the embedding &,(ZG)+ 
Wh( G x Z) will be central to the definition of the obstruction to factoring. 
If t is an indeterminate over ZG, Z( G x Z) is naturally isomorphic to the ring of 
Laurent polynomials ZG[ t, t-l]. So we identify Z(G x Z) with ZG[ t, t-‘1 in what 
follows. 
Suppose that P and Q are finitely generated projective modules over ZG such 
that PO Q is free of rank k. We have the following isomorphisms. 
(ZG[t, t-‘])“=(ZG)k[t, tC’]=ZG[t, t-‘]O,,(POQ) 
=(P@Q)[t, t-‘]=P[t, t-‘]@Q[t, t-l]. 
Now t induces an isomorphism fp: P[t, t-l]+ P[ t, t-‘1 by t,(a) = ta. Thus, using 
the isomorphisms above, tpO 1 E GLk(zG[ t, t-l]), and we define 4 : &,(ZG) + 
Wh(GxH) by ~([Pl)=[tpO1]. 
If G is itself a product, G = H x Z x. * * xZ, we can use this isomorphism to 
define the negative K groups, E-i, as follows. Suppose t, , . . . , t, are indeterminates 
over ZH and T, = {tip t;‘}, i = 1,. . . , s. Then for each i we have an embedding 
4i: I?,,(ZH[T, u . . . u tu . . . u T,])+Wh(HxZ,x.. -xZ,), 
where fi means ‘delete Ti’, and each of Z,, . . . , Z, is a copy of Z. We define 
K_,+,(ZH) = h image (&). 
i=l 
At this time (July, 1985), very little is known about these groups. See [l], [2], [5], 
[6], [lo], and [16] for further details. 
Now let M be a connected open piecewise linear n-manifold of dimension 26 
N-equivalent to X X R”, where X is a compact connected polyhedron. Let M,,, be 
the closed manifold obtained from gluing successively along e, , . . . , e,. Then M, 
has the homotopy type of X x T”. If T” = S, x S, x * . . x S,,,, where each Si = S’, 
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let Ei be the infinite cyclic cover obtained from X x S, x * . . x R x . . * x S,,, + X x T”. 
Also let oi E IZO(ZnrEi) be the Siebenmann obstruction for the negative end of Ei. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 4i : k?,(ZrlEi) + Wh(z-,M,,,) = Wh(rrl(X x T”)) be the BUSS- 
Heller-Swan embedding. Then for each i, j, +i(ci) = +j(uj). Thus there is a single 
obstruction r,,, = &(a,,,) to factoring M = &!i x R for some PL manifold %?, and it lies 
in the negative K-group k-,,,+,(ZT, M). 
Proof. We consider the case m = 2. The general case follows easily. 
The result follows from the existence of ‘rotations’ on M. More precisely, let V, 
be open subsets of M such that 
f_‘(X x R x (-co, -a’]) G v- Gj-‘(X x R x (-o;), -a)), 
and 
f’(XxlRx[a’,CO))_c v+Gj-‘(XxRx(a,CO)), 
and there exist homeomorphisms g,: V, + M such that g, are isotopic to the 
inclusions V, + M. 
Here a’> a > 0 are real numbers large enough so that a’- a and a are larger than 
twice the constant of Theorem 2.9. Then if b’> b > 0, where b’- b, b > 7N, there 
exists an isotopy r, : M + M such that 
(1) r,=id, 
(2) r, ]f’(X x (0,O)) = id, 
(3) f-‘(Xx(-a,-b’])~R)cr,(V_)cf~‘(Xx(-oo,b)xR), and 
(4) f-‘(Xx[b’,co)xR)~ rI(V+)~f’(Xx(b,co)xR). 
The construction of such a rotation involves several applications of Lemma 2.6. Let 
1, and 1, be two distinct non-parallel lines in R2. Let C be one of the components 
of W’\( 1, u 12) such that the angle at the vertex of Fr( C) is ~90”. Let 1 be the line 
bisecting this angle, and let A = cl( C) u 1. Then if U is one of the components of 
f-‘(X x BTN(A))Vp’(X x A), there exists an isotopy h, : M + M such that 
(a) hO=id, 
(b) h, (Mlf-‘(X x BTN(A)) = id, and 
(c) h,Cf-‘(XxA))s CJ. 
In fact, if K is the constant of Theorem 2.9, we can arrange that the track of any 
point in f ‘(X x cl(C)) is contained in f-‘(X x BK12(S)), where S c R2 is a circle 
centered at 1, n 12. Now, let F > 0. By tapering h off to the identity near 1, n 12. We 
get an isotopy hi : M + M such that 
(a’) h, = id, 
(b’) h,I(MW’(Xx B7N(C)))uf1(Xx B,(l,n 12)) =id and 
(c’) hLf’(Xxc1(C)\B,(lln12))s U. 
By composing several of these isotopies, we get a PL isotopy ri : M + M and a 
constant J > K such that 
(i) rk=id, 
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(ii) r: ]f’(X x (0,O)) = id, 
(iii) ~‘(X~(-~,--J]XIW)~~~(V_)~~-‘(XX(--~,-K)~IW), and 
f’(X x [J, co) x W) E r:( V+) cf’(X x (K, Co) XR). 
Then, composing r: with an isotopy constructed as in Lemma 2.10, we get the 
desired isotopy r. 
Now let U, = r,( V,), and let f+: U++ M by f+ = r,g,r,‘. Then E,(&) can be 
constructed by identifying V_ and V+ (CL and U+) under g;‘g_cfJ’f_). Thus r, 
induces a well-defined PL homeomorphism r,!~ : E, + EZ, by setting $[x], = [r,(x)]*, 
where x E M and [ .I,, [ -I2 denote equivalence classes in E,, E,, respectively. 
Let U, G [U-l, be a PL manifold neighborhood of the negative end of E, such 
that Hn-2( fi,, a fi,) represents the Siebenmann obstruction to factoring E,. Let 
U, = $( U,), and let c, : Ei + M2 and pi : fi + Ei be covering maps such that c,p, = c,p,. 
Choose a basepoint &E 8 fi, n a fiz, and let x, = p,(x’,-J, x0 = c, p,(&) be basepoints 
in Ei, i = 1,2, and M,, respectively. 
Then Hn-2( fii, afii) is a Zr,( Eiy xi)-module representing the Siebenmann obstruc- 
tion to factoring Ei, i = 1,2. 
Let ti : Ei + Ei be a covering translation that generates the group of covering 
translations. Examining the constructions of Theorem 3.4, we see that each t, can 
be chosen so that t,( Ui) z Ui. We will identify f, and t2 with the generators of the 
infinite cyclic subgroups of n-,(Mz, x0) = r,(X x S, x S,) = (n,X) x Z, x Z2. Thus t, 
and t, are naturally identified with covering translations on 6, also. 
Let W, = (t,(int fiJ\int fi*) n 8 fi, , and let W, = (t,(int fi,)\int fi,) n a fiz. Let 6 
be the lift of +!J such that $(&,) E W,, and let W; = $( W,). Then since $(afi,) = afiz,, 
and since 6 is continuous and does not reverse orientation, $( t;( WI)) = ti( W;), for 
all s EZ. If W;= W,, $(&) = Too, and &2&1(&,) E t,( W,). Thus, sincep,$t,&‘(%J = 
p2(&), we must have, in this case, that &I,-,(&) = t,(&). If W: # W,, &,E f;‘( W;), 
P&2,, E G’( W,), and ~t2~-1(~o)~ W;. Thus since $tZ&’ covers c,p, = c,p,, 
t,h2+k1(%,,) = tt(&,), for s =0 or s = 1. Since clearly t+h2q?1 # id, we must have 
+h2$p1(2,J = t,(&), in this case also. Thus &$-l= tl. 
As before, let T, = { ti, t;‘}, and let 8 read ‘delete T’. Letting ZV,X = R, we make 
the following identifications. 
z~,(M2, -4 = NT u T21, 
Zr,(E,,x,)-R[f,uT,], and H7r,(E2,x,)=R[T,uf2]. 
Also let P, = Hn-2( fi,, afi, ; R[ 9, u TJ) and Pz = Hnm2( fiz,, ac2,; R[ T, u fJ>. Note 
that R[ Tl u f2] is a right R[ ?, u T2] module by the action r. s = r’ (cI*(s), for 
r E R[ T, u f2] and s E R[ f, u T2]. Thus, if Q, is a projective over R[ f, u ?J such 
that P, 0 Q, is free, then Q2 = R[ T, LJ f2] 0 RC~,UT21Q, is a projective over R[ T, u f2] 
such that P,O Q2 is free. For P20 Q2= R[ Tl u ?‘JO R~~,,,TZ~( P,O Q,). 
Consdier +,([ P,]) = [t,@ 1 Q,CT,31 and 42([ PA = Lb@ 1 Q~[TJI inWM~,(M~,XO)). 
By definition, 
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and 
@Iq,[T*,:NT1u ~21OR[T,“i*,(~*@QJ 
=MT210 Q2E T21+ P*[ T21@ Q2IT21, 
bypI+q,+h-p,+qI andp2+q2+t2*p2 + q2, respectively, for pi E Pi and qi E Qi. 
Now let 
be the obvious R[ T1 u T2] isomorphism. Then, in Wh(r,(M,, x0)), we have 
If TV = &([ PJ) vanishes, there exists a closed PL submanifold Yz E2 such that 
E 2 - y x R. Taking the inverse image of p under the covering map M + E2, we get 
a manifold Y G M such that M = Y x If& Furthermore, Y has the bounded homotopy 
type of XxR. 0 
Before examining obstructions to further splitting, we require some additonal 
algebraic and topological preliminaries. 
If Y is a manifold and x = 1 n,g, ( ni E Z, gi E r, Y), let Z = C Einig;‘, where Ei = fl 
if gj is the homotopy class of an orientation preserving loop, and Ei = -1, otherwise. 
If 7 = [ ( ati)] E Wh( r, Y), let 7 = [ ( 6ii)T], where T denotes transpose. 
If P is a ZS-, Y-module, an anti-homomorphism of P is an additive map f: P+ 
Zvl Y such that f(xp) =f( p)X, for all p E P and x E Zrr, Y. Let p denote the module 
of anti-homorphisms of P into zn, Y. If P is free with basis e,, . . . , ek, let fi , . . . , fk 
be the dual basis of P:f;(Z xjej) = fi. Observe that if (Y : P+ P has matrix (aV) with 
respect to {e,}, then the homorphism 5 : p + I’ defined by C?(J) =f 0 (Y has matrix 
(dij)T with respect to {f;}. 
Now suppose Y = X x S’. 
Lemma 4.3. Ifa E &(ZQT,X) and 4 : &(Zr,X) + Wh( r,X x Z), is the Buss- Heller- 
Swan embedding, then +(a) = +(a). 
Proof. If x, y E Wh(rlX xZ), we can represent them by pairs x= [(A, a)], y = 
[(B, p)], where A and B are finitely generated free modules and LY and p are 
isomorphisms of A and B, respectively. Furthermore, if there exists an isomorphism 
y : A+ B such that y 0 (Y = p 0 y, then x = y [21, p. 1091. By using the observation 
above, we have that X = [(A, &)I. 
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So let P be a projective over ZniX, and let Q be a projective over ZG-~X so that 
PO Q is free. We need to see that (PO Q[t, t-l], tp@lo) is equivalent to 
(P@Q[t, t-‘I, t,@l,). Since P@Q= PO Q, we can represent elements of P@Q 
by pairs (f, g), f~ I’, g E Q. Define 
r((J; g)r’): (PO OH& t-II+ (PO ON6 t-‘I 
Y((f, g)t’)((p, s)e = (f(P), g(qW-‘, 
for p E P, q E Q. Then it is a routine matter to verify that y is an isomorphism and 
(f@l)O y= yo(t@l). q 
Now if [a] E Wh(rr,X x Z), (Y is a Z’rrX[ t, tP’1 isomorphism 
Ly : z%-,X[ t, tcly + Z7rlX[ t, t-‘-y, 
for some r > 0. Let s be a non-negative integer large enough so that a(ZrrrX[ t]‘t”) c 
Zrr,X[t]‘. Then Bass, Heller, and Swan [3] defined a map p: Wh(rrX xZ)+ 
k_@‘~,W by 
d[al) =II~~,X[~l’l~(~~~X[~lr~s)l. 
They show that p is a left inverse for 4 : &(Zr,X) -+ Wh( rr,X x Z). 
Corollary 4.4. If T E Wh( n-,X x Z), then P(T) = p(7). 
Proof. In order to prove the corollary, we need to examine ker p. Since p is a left 
inverse for 4. 
ker p = Wh( r,X)O Nil+( rr,X)O Nil-( rr,X). 
If [(aii)]~ Nil+(r,X), then off-diagonal entries are elements of Z’v,X[t], while 
diagonal entries have the form 1 + cz, where (Y belongs to the ideal (1 - t)Zrr,X[ t]. 
If [(au)] E Nill( TiX), its off-diagonal entries belong to Zn,X[ tP’1, and its diagonal 
entries have the form 1 + /3, where p belongs to (1 - t-‘)Zr,X[ tP’I. Thus is x E ker p, 
2 E ker p. 
So let 7 E Wh(z-,X x Z), and suppose p(7) = CT. Then p(~ - +(a)) = 0, and hence 
p(~-_((+))=p(7)-p(~(a))=O.Thisgivesusp(~)=cr=p~(a)=p(~(a))=p(~). 
0 
Wall [23] has defined an algebraic invariant that is equivalent to Siebenmann’s 
splitting obstruction. If R is a ring and C, is a positive chain complex of projective 
R-modules that is chain homotopy equivalent to a finitely generated projective chain 
complex P,, let 
a( C,) = C (-l)i[ Pi] E l&R. 
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Theorem 4.5. u( C,) is a well-dejined chain homotopy invariant of C, and a( C,) = 0 
if and only if P, can be a free complex. Furthermore if O+ A, + B, + C, + 0 is a 
short exact sequence offinitely generated R-complexes, then o( B,) = o(A,) + o( C,). 
Proof. See [23]. [7 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose Wis an open PL manifold having dimension > 5 and the bounded 
homotopy type of A x R, where A is a compact polyhedron. Let V be a closed PL 
neighborhood of thepositive end of Wsuch that W - Vis a neighborhood of the negative 
end. Let p : @+ W be the universal cover and for each SE W, let S = p-‘(S). Then 
C,( c; Zr, W) (cellular theory) is chain homotopy equivalent to a jinitely generated 
projective Za, W-complex and UW = a( C,( e)). 
Proof. See [19, Chapter 41 and [20, pp. 13 and ff.]. 0 
Now recollect: M has the bounded homotopy type of X x R”, where X is a 
compact polyhedron. We can ‘wrap M around an m-torus’ to get a compact manifold 
M,,, having M as a covering space and having the homotopy type of X x T”. The 
obstruction to splitting any one of the infinite cyclic covers E, of M, is an element 
u, of k,+,(Zn,X). Suppose a, vanishes. Then E, is homeomorphic to Y, x R, 
where Y, is a closed manifold. By lifting Y, to a subset ?,, of M, we get a splitting 
of M and we can examine obstructions to splitting pO. Unfortunately Y, is not 
unique. However, any other splitting of E, is h-cobordant to Y,. So suppose 
Y, c_ E, - Y, is another splitting and WC E,,, is an h-cobordism between Y, and 
Y,. By lifting k%’ to M, we get a proper h-cobordism (k; pO, 9,) between the 
1 A 
splittings Y0 and YI of M. Using the engulfing constructions of Section 2, we can 
A A 
separately engulf all of Y,,, Yr , and the interior of $ with neighborhoods of their 
‘positive ends’. Using collars on Y0 and Yr in F@, these isotopies can be pieced 
together to get an isotopy that engulfs %’ with a neighbourhood of its ‘positive end’ 
and extends the isotopies of e0 and Y,. 
Thus the proper h-cobordism k can be ‘wrapped-up’ to get a compact h- 
cobordism ( w’; Yb, y{) with the homotopy type of XX TmPr. So suppose 
( W; YO, YI) is one of the infinite cyclic covers of (w’; Y& Y;). 
Using the notation of Theorem 4.6, let V, = V n Y0 and V, = V n Y, . Siebenmann 
shows [20, Lemma 4.51 that C,( ?) and C,( ?, Fi)), i = 0, 1, are chain homotopy 
equivalent to finitely generated projective ZV, W-complexes. So let u(W) = 
- - 
u(C,( V)), and let a( W, V,) = u(C,( V, V,)). Then using Theorem 4.5, we have 
u(W)=u(W, Y,)+u(Y,)=u(W, Y,)+u(Yr). 
Thus, 
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Siebenmann also shows [20, p. 151 that a( W, YO) = p~( w’, Y&), where p is the 
Bass-Heller-Swann map p : Wh( r1 w) + Z&,iz P, W. Furthermore, Milnor shows [ 15, 
p. 3941 that 
T( w’, Y:) = (-l)+r?( w’, Y&) 
(n = dimension M). Thus (*) becomes 
a( Y,) = p7( W’, Yh) - (-l)“_‘p7( w’, Yh) + a( YJ, 
and using Corollary 4.4, we have that 
a( Yr) = a( w, Yo) - (-l)n-‘a( w, Yo) + V( YO). (**) 
So identifying z-, W with rl(X x Tmd2), let &-r : k,Zrl(X x Tm-‘) + 
Z&,Zr,(X x Tmp2) by&-,((~) = a-(-l)“-‘a, and let Z(X = ZmP2) =image(p,_,) E 
Z&Zq(X x 7’m-2). Th en o( Yr) = g( Y0 mod Z( X x Tmm2)), for any two splittings q0 
and ?r. 
If a splitting p0 splits, then a( YO) = 0. So if ?r is any other splitting, then 
a( Yr) E Z(X x Tm-2). 
Conversely, if ?r is a splitting such that a( Yr) E Z(X x Tmm2), there exists o E 
K&Tl(X x Tm-2) such that a( Yr) = o - (-l)“-‘(T. Since p is onto, there exists 
T E Wh( rr(X x T”-‘)) such that P(T) = CT. By the classification of h-cobordisms [ 15, 
p. 3981, there exists an h-cobordism ( w’; Y&, Y:) such that T( w’, Y&) = 7. Using 
(**) we have 
o(Y,)=c(W, Y,)-(-l)+‘@(w, Y,)+a(Y,), 
where u = a( W, YO). Thus u( Y,) = 0, and lifting Yh to A4, we get a splitting ?,, that 
in turn splits. 
This proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that M is an open PL (m + k)-manifold, m + k > 5, m > 0, with 
the bounded homotopy type of X x R”, Xa compactpolyhedron. Letul E K_,+,(ZnlX) 
be the obstruction to splitting M as N, x R, for some PL (m + k - I)-manifold N, . Zf 
o1 = 0, and m > 1, there is an element 
02E ~-,+2(Z~,X)/(K~,+2~~,X n Z(X x Tmp2)) 
such that M splits as N2 x R2 if and only zfa,, = 0. Zn general, if u, , . . . , Vi-1 vanish, 
then there is an element 
UiEk_ ,+i(Z~lX)/(k,+iZ~,X n Z(X X T”-‘)) 
such that M splits as Ni x R’ if and only if ui = 0. 0 
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